Broadband Matching of Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance Detector Using Non-Foster Circuits
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Abstract—A new class of nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) detector based on non-Foster circuits (NFCs) is introduced. NQR is a solid-state radio frequency spectroscopic technique, allowing the detection of different substances based on their spectral profiles. Recently, non-Foster circuits have received significant interest for broadband impedance matching of small antennas; this principle will be used to develop highly matched, broadband antennas, which will allow very quick NQR detection from 1 MHz to 6 MHz.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Antennas are fundamentally limited by the balance between their bandwidth and size; wide bandwidth requires a relatively large antenna and this could be a serious problem for some portable devices [1,2]. The negative impedance converter (NIC) is an important class of Non-Foster Circuits (NFCs) [3,4] in which the input impedance is negative, allowing for negative resistors, inductors or capacitors. This is extremely beneficial for cancelling out the inductance or capacitance of small antennas, which limits their performance. Thus NICS can be applied to cancel reactive components of an electrically small antenna (ESA), enabling broadband matching impedance matching [5].

In this paper we present a novel application of NIC impedance matching for nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) sensing applications. NQR refers to the energy level transition of the nucleus when excited with an external electromagnetic field (or excitation signal) [6]. The nucleus then emits a signal of a specific frequency, normally from 0-6 MHz. Since different nuclei or even identical nuclei in the structures of different substances could have a different NQR frequency, this characteristic spectrum could be an effective method to identify different substances. However, the NQR signal is normally quite weak and is significantly degraded by background noise. In order to overcome this noise multiple measurements are taken to improve SNR to useable levels. High-Q matching circuits are used to detect the spectral profile, however this leads to long LC ringing times which, coupled with the large number of measurements results in impractically long measurements times. To overcome this, we propose the use of NICS to achieve broadband matching of the detector and obtain maximum power for weak signal detection. This has two benefits: it will increase the bandwidth over which resonances can be detected; and the low-Q circuit will significantly decrease ringing time, and shorten detection time within the NQR receiving system [7].

II. DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULT OF NIC

A typical NQR detecting device [8] is shown in Figure 1 (as the receiver). In this case, the NQR signal induced through mutual inductance can be calculated. The reactance $X_m$ can be determined to match to the preamplifier characteristic impedance $R_0$ (50 $\Omega$). Through selection of passive LC components, a highly resonant condition will be met, however through use of negative impedance components broadband matching may be achieved.

![Equivalent Circuit of a Typical NQR Detecting Device](figure_caption)

While there are a number of different NIC topologies – including recently proposed designs based on resonant tunneling diodes [9] and Graphene FETs [10] – at VHF there are two that are relatively common and suitable for this application: operational amplifier (op-amp); and dual bipolar junction transistors (BJTs).

A. Op-amp-based NIC

The op-amp NIC is a one-port operational amplifier circuit with a load impedance, called negative impedance converter with current inversion (INIC), as shown in Figure 2. INIC is a
non-inverting amplifier, which is a particular mode of the differential amplifier. The inverting input is grounded and the non-inverting input is equalized with $V_S$. Two resistors ($R_1$, $R_2$) are placed as the voltage dividers and one resistor ($R_3$) is set between the output and its input. The input impedance can be regarded as:

$$-R_3 \times \frac{R_1}{R_2}$$

The input impedance of the circuit in Figure 2 can be regarded as $-R_3 \times \frac{R_1}{R_2}$, which gives a negative resistance. The resistors in the circuit can also be replaced by capacitors to obtain the negative capacitance model and negative inductance model.

The Advanced Design System (ADS) simulation results of the negative resistance, negative capacitance and negative inductance are shown in Figure 3(a)-(c) respectively. As for Figure 3(a) that with a load of 500 $\Omega$ and the biasing voltage of 18 V, the circuit displays a negative resistance between 1 MHz to 10 MHz. Figure 3(b) displays a negative capacitance with the load of 100 $pF$ and the same biasing voltage. Figure 3(c) displays a negative inductance with the load of 15 $\mu H$ and the same biasing voltage within the operating frequency. Figure 3(d) shows the voltage comparison between the source and the load using MSO-X 2002A Mixed Signal Oscilloscope.

### B. BJT Mode

The Linvill NIC [11] was presented in 1953 and has been covered extensively elsewhere [4,5].

The Advanced Design System (ADS) simulation results of the negative resistance, negative capacitance and negative inductance are shown in Figure 4(a) (b) (c) respectively. As for Figure 4(a) that with a load of 200 $\Omega$ and the biasing voltage of 14 V, the circuit displays a negative resistance between 1 MHz to 50 MHz. Figure 3(b) displays a negative capacitance with the load of 20 $pF$ and the same biasing voltage. Figure 3(c) displays a negative inductance with the load of 5 $\mu H$ and the same biasing voltage within the operating frequency. Figure 3(d) shows the voltage comparison between the source and the load using MSO-X 2002A Mixed Signal Oscilloscope.

### III. NIC STABILITY DISCUSSION

Stability is an important factor in NIC design, as they can very easily go unstable under certain circumstances. A stability analysis [4,12] based on the location of the poles on the complex s-plane is applied in the analysis of NICs, with a positive real part predicting instability within the NIC. In order to determine the location of the poles of the typical NICs, for example in the Linvill transistor model, the transfer function of the NIC is found as $H(s)=Y(s)/X(s)$, where $Y(s)$ is the Laplace transform of the response of the circuit and $X(s)$ is the Laplace transform of the input. The location of the zeros and poles of the transfer function in the complex s-plane will predict the stability of the circuits according to the Nyquist criterion. When the real part of the poles of the transfer function are negative, which means they are all in the left half of the complex s-plane, then the response in time domain will lead to a decaying exponential. Otherwise if the poles are in the right half of the complex plane, the time...
domain response will have a growing exponential (oscillation with increasing amplitude) which indicates the instability. If the real part of the poles is zero, then this will result in an oscillation with constant amplitude.

If we consider the parasitic effects in a practical model, the procedure can become very complex and it will be difficult to directly find the corresponding roots from the high order polynomials. The Nyquist contour can be used efficiently to determine the stability of a system [12]. The transfer function is expressed as the product of the source impedance $Z_s(s)$ and load admittance $Y_l(s)$, and when plotted in the complex plane, will encircle the -1 point $N$ times, where $N = Z - P$, where $Z$ and $P$ are the number of zeros and poles respectively. Here, counterclockwise encirclements are considered to be positive and clockwise encirclements are considered to be negative. The number of unstable poles of the system. Thus there will be no encirclements of -1 for a stable system. Further details are given in [12].

IV. DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULT OF NQR DEVICE

NQR detector has been widely used for a range of applications including the detection of expired pharmaceuticals and explosives ordinance detection. However, the practical application is limited by the amount of time it takes to make a measurement. Low measurement frequency and high environmental noise levels require high $Q$ circuits [14], which implies a large number of relatively slow measurements. It would therefore be extremely beneficial to significantly decrease the measurement time and obtain a broadband matching with the use of the non-Foster characteristic of NIC.

A. Common Method of NQR Detection

An excellent explosives detector would be able to give an instant scanning for a given area and then report the result correctly. In response to the characteristics of NQR, a particular detecting system was introduced using a probe coil to provide electromagnetic shielding to reduce or even eliminate radio frequency interference (RFI). An antenna probe is composed of a tuning circuit with high $Q$ factor and impedance matching circuit. A general functional block diagram is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen that NQR detecting system consists of main control computer (MCC), signal generator, high-power transmitter, probe coil, pre-amplifier, analogue receiver and digital receiver.

B. Design and Simulation Result of NQR Device

The NQR signals are always very weak and they are captured by their influence on an RF probe coil. Both the random thermal noise caused by the coil and in the first stage of the preamplifier could restrict the SNR of the receiving NQR signal and the low SNR therefore hampers the commercial use of NQR detection. The equivalent circuit of the probe coil and sample is shown in Figure 1, the parameters within the figure are $L=13 \mu H$, $C=1 \mu F$, the resistance of the coil $R=185 \ m\Omega$, $M=325 \ nH$. The comparison between using passive matching method and NIC method to replace $X_m$ is shown below.

1) Use passive matching method

The load impedance can be calculated as $Z_L=R_L+X_L=0.184+j81.68 \ \Omega$, since the impedance of the pre-amplifier can be regarded as $Z_0=50 \ \Omega$, we use the type of matching circuit shown in Figure 6.

![Matching with Lumped elements. (figure caption)](image)

The corresponding parameters are calculated as $B=\pm 0.329 \ \Omega$ and $X=-78.65 \ \Omega$. So there are two types of matching circuits, the first one uses a series capacitor of 2.02 $nF$ and a shunt capacitor of 52.34 $nF$. The second one uses a series capacitor of 1.9 $nF$ and a shunt inductor of 0.32 $\mu H$. The ADS simulation results of the two types of circuits are similar, Figure 7 shows the passive matching circuits using two capacitors and the result of AC case and transient case respectively.
The AC simulation result (see Figure 7(b)) shows that the circuit has a narrow match at 1 MHz at which the slope is negative. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is around 4 dB and the voltage at the output terminal is on the order of around 43 nV. The transient result (see Figure 7(c)) shows that it takes a while for the signal to dampen due to the high Q, which means that the repeated measurements will take a long time.

2) Use NIC matching method

NIC circuits can be used to replace the Lumped element as the non-Foster matching topology is shown in Figure 8 in which NIC is a one-port network and the load of NIC (NFCs) is the exact value of the reactance of the load impedance $Z_l$.

Therefore each Lumped element in the original matching circuit (Figure 7(a)) can be replaced with another new NIC component which can be regarded as a negative reactance value. So there will also be two cases because of the two scenarios of the passive matching. The first case uses a series inductor of -13.48 $\mu$H and a shunt capacitor of -53.6 nF. The second case uses a series inductor of -15.2 $\mu$H and a shunt inductor of -0.25 $\mu$H. The ADS simulation results of the two types of circuits are similar, Figure 9 shows the NIC matching circuits using one inductor and one capacitor and the result of AC case and transient case respectively.

The AC simulation result (see Figure 9(b)) shows some differences that NICs provide a wider matching compared with the passive matching method (see Figure 8(b)), this means the voltage is maximised across the whole band, rather than just 1 MHz. Noise characterization is important, and particularly so with active elements such as the NIC [13,14]. The SNR is about 4 dB which is similar to the use of lumped-section matching and the voltage at the output terminal is on the same order with Lumped matching (45 nV). The transient result (see Figure 10(c)) shows if we use NIC to replace all the passive Lumped elements, the transient result can be unstable, this may due to the overcompensation of any of the elements. The overcompensation can be relieved by selecting the proper value of each components.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The simulation results from Agilent ADS present apparent NIC behavior for both operational amplifier NIC and bipolar junction transistor NIC within the VHF-low range as all of the six modes give a gratifying negative value of the corresponding load. Based on the NICs results and the parameters of the NQR detector coil, the use of NICs can be applied into the NQR receiving part for broadband matching. The use of NICs has the benefits of significantly enhancing the band over which maximum power transfer is possible due to the impedance matching. This allows for uncertainty at an exact resonant frequency and also ensure the measurement of multiple resonances. The use of NICs could also reduce the time for signal to decay due to a relatively low Q within the system. This ensures the multiple measurements to be performed far more quickly. However, noise and stability issues of NICs must be accounted for within simulation, and these can be crucial when designing the actual microwave networks.
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